
DEALING WITH WORKFORCE ATTRITION  
 

ABSTRACT 

 

CCC is an International construction company of Athens,Greece.It faced severe 

workforce attrition at it’s Muscat International Airport  project of Oman.It 

became the issue of utmost distress for the higher authorities both at the project 

site and the corporate office.Country office was forced to close down the 

construction for a period of two months in Nov 2012 to be followed by another 

six months of slow work progress,owing 5.34 billion dollars(Five thousand 

thirty five crore Indian Rupees) loss to the company.So the country HR 

manager constructed a core team of Corporate HR& Personnel 

manager,Country HR manager,Project HR & HSE manager and sixteen HR 

supervisors for a period of 3 months. The team conducted extensive research-

perusing  internal company records, external environment, exit interview report 

for last one year, exited employees personal data etc. Data collection was done 

through in -depth interviews, face-to-face interviews, Focus Group Discussions 

(FGD) among the project employees. Quantitative data were collected through 

“Employee Emotional Establishment (3E) survey among field 

employees.Finally they came up with recommemdations and suggestions to 

arrest the attrition problem. 

 

Key Words: Front line employee trun over, retention strategies, Herzberg’s 

Motivation-Hygiene theory. 

 

Discussion Questions 

1. If you are one of the HR team how would you analyse the case with the 

gathered data. 

2. How would  you assess the severity of the case problem? 

3. How would you frame and rate the factors responsible for Attrition at 

CCC, Oman LLC. 

 

 

 

 



 

PEDAGOGICAL OBJECTIVES 

 

The case study will be addressing the analytical approach of the students to 

understand the problem “Attrition” or trunover, having reasons like 

dissatisfaction at work, working environment and cultural adaptability.Attrition 

is gaining importance for it’s impact on employee morale,absenteeism,cultural 

shock,  lesser involvement etc.The goal is to make the students understand and 

analyse the situation.They will learn to apply different concepts and theories to 

minimise these factors to retain the talents. The case study also focuses on 

various approaches or the retention strategies that a company may execute to 

stop the drain in the company’s resource to retain the good talent. 

 

Introduction: Employees’ turnover is the movement of workers between 

the firms, employments, and occupations.It is either willful or automatic, 

but it affects the organisation in any form of its existance. It is a negative 

aspect, which might lead to the failure of employee retention strategies .To 

achieve competitive edge in market, retention of promising and performing 

employees is a key factor .Thus, analyzing employee attrition problem will 

be beneficial for the organization in framing the budget,maintaining the 

morale and the feeling of job satisfaction among the employess. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table I: Brief Note of CCC International Company  



Construction Sector plays an important role in building the national economy of 

Sultanate Oman and offers maximum employment in the country’s economy.The 

sector is mainly dominated by expartiates and lesser numbers of locals.CCC,since 

it’s inception in 1952 till date is continuously excelling in construction sector 

globally.The existence of CCC in Oman was marked for its ontime  project 

delivery and  quality preservation.It was the proud contractor for Muscat 

International Airport(Sultanate of Oman).The work culture of  the organisation 

demands its employees to work at the construction site and to reside there for the 

entire construction period in established camps.This case is a real time event 

happened at DMIA project( Development of Muscat International Airport during 

2013 to 2016).CCC (Oman) LLC was awarded as the contractor for phsae 1 by the 

Government of  OMAN in the year 2009.The leadtime of the project delivery was 

schduled in the year 2012 but due to  conflict between design and engineering 

issues the project was extended till 2018 due the severe workforce attrition.The 

employees were recruited on project basis with monthly salary,overtime and 

annual bonus besides free messing and accomadation  by the company at official 

temporary camps set up. 

CCC Oman LLC:The company Structure 
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CASE STORY 

It was in the month of May 2013. The scroching heat rays were torturing 

the entire Oman country but it remained unsuccesful to burn the higher 

authorities seating inside the chilled glass chambers of country office of 

CCC.They were other wise heated  up with the rising problem of frontline 

workforce attrition at DMIA project site, Development of Muscat 

International Airport awarded from Sultanate of OMAN having more than 

10,000 employees at the site. “Why are people leaving us – I don’t 

understand it at all! Voluntary Attrition is reported at 42.7 %,” A worried 

country HR & Personnel manager Mr.Josef to Unit HR & HSE manager 

Malcom Holden at Muscat.Both the senior officials at CCC, Oman LLC 

country office, realized that it was high time they should put a stop to the 

mass exit. There had been many reasons why talented employees were 

leaving the organization – some regrettable and some acceptable.Beyond 

the known facts like on-site job location and extremely hot weather, Mr 

Joself wanted to analyse the why people were exiting from the raw data 

the HR team had provided him early in the year 2010. 

 

The next moment HR & Personal supervisor Muneer had joined them and 

they started discussing it.The data produced by Muneer was really a 

workplace disaster. 42.7% exited in the foreman level and 78% in front 

line site workers in past one year (2015).Employee head count had reduced 

drastically to a figure of four thousand five hundred manhour against the 

need of ten thousand manhour per month.Adding to the figures of final 

exit there are four percent employees of the total employee strength 

remained on leave due to annual leave cycle every year. He also 

emphasized  the company’s budgetary allocation of 1.2 million U.S dollar 

(2015) disbursed to meet  medical expenses of current employees working 

on the site.The intensity of the problem was fatal and all had a 

brainstroming session to arrest the collapsing situtation. Mr Josef 

advocated for conducting an in-depth research to know the root of the 

problem rather than putting a conclusion mark to the surface level 

reporting. An HR action group was  formed having five HR supervisors 

reporting to Mr.Malcom. 



 

THE ACTION GROUP’S WORK 

 

In the first week of June, 2013 the Action group defined their scope and 

identified their set of activities to address the problem. Strategy 

formulation and process exercises were decided on evolving situation and 

resource constraints in hold.The sample size they selceted was 80 in a 

stratified sampling method.In June-July 2013 they conducted two focuss 

group discussions (FGDs),one with civil supervisors and another with 

foremen of the site.The moments and bites were recorded for further 

analysis.This process exercise was followed with ten in- depth interviews 

(Dis) of selected front line workmen from both the site and residential 

camps.They also conducted informal skype Disscussions with some of the 

exited employees and also collected extensive internal data from the HR 

department of the project on front line workers staffings and attrition 

rate.the following table shows the staffing details of during 2010-2013. 

 

Table 2: 

Designation 2011 2012 

Labours 8,836 1,944 

Foreman 2,660 1,596 

Supervisor 1,265 759 

Total 12,761 4,299 

The Action force also had the list providing voluntary, planned and 

unplaned attrition rate (2010-2013)as shown Table 3. 

Table 3: 

Designation Voluntary  Planned Unplanned 

Labours 3,554 2,062 1,276 

Foreman 468 319 276 

Supervisor 222 153 131 

 

It was crystal clear to the Action group that the Attrition problem is a 

complex problem having many chacterstics attributed to it.Working 



condition, strignent leave policy and workplace behaviour were  

indentified after the preliminary round of analysis. 

Investigation in to the systom of voluntary attrition led the Action group to 

narrow down the factors like, extremity of weather, fear and anxiety of a 

foreign land,cultural shock and supervisor’s behaviour. 

 

Micro Analysis of Critical Events 

 

The Action again targeted to collect informal data by conducting informal 

discussion with workforce at worksite and at residential camps. Muneer 

along with ND the HR officer went directly to the site of work and 

observed people’s behaviour and pattern of work for good one week. He 

called Mr.Mohammod Khalaf the residential camp supervisor and 

Mr.Laxmi Nagayea the site supervisor for a round table discussion. “We 

are having enough facilties at camp, individual rooms with all amenities 

and messing free.I dont think there is any cause related to employee 

unhappiness to accomodation”,said Mr.Khalaf.When ND turned to 

Mr.Laxmi he seemed worried and clueless. “We need minimum 7000 

skilled/unskilled employees on worksite everyday for the completion of 

project on time, Now we are managing the load with only 4,500 staff and 

backlog is heaping day by day, he said.He again added up people those are 

going on annual leave are not returning on time and fresh recruitment of 

skilled employees is not reaping the fruit, we need to train them again and 

again. It is halting the production speed.The meeting ended with no 

solution to the problem. 
 

Next day ND visited worksite and started talking to employees on their 

work area. Major population was of 28-58 years old, a cluster of bachelors 

& responsible family men with dependents at home in their parent 

country.They are coming overseas carrying the weight of their world on 

their shoulders.Employee pool was a mix of 

Bangaldesi,Indian,Philipine,Srilankans and Africans etc.In an informal 

discussion an  middle aged employee from Srilanka, said “ he is fine with 

the salary  and overtime but he is sometime getting sick due to high 



temperature of summer and not able embrace the country’s rustic culture 

along with it’s language. He was forced to fast during RAMADAN where 

he incurred physical illness and emotional turmoil.Late in the evening 

sitting at the camp site ND found people were gossiping against Mr.Khalaf 

the camp supervisor, who was inhuman in his approach and not allowing 

people to avail the annual leave even if they are eligible to get it after 2 

years.Emphatically he was claiming  that it was one of the strategic 

decision of the management. Nextday at the worksite, he found people 

were engaged in multiple jobs due to shortage of manpower and it was 

bringing them  fatigue and restlessness.To his surprise he found friday 

overtime was allocated to some group of employees where as it was for all. 

There was no corner left for the employees to rejuvinate and relax at the 

day end as wine was strictly banned there.He came with a heavy heart and 

spent the entire night sleepless. 
 

After two days, he again visited the site office to chat with the office 

manager. He said we are keeping the passports of every employee and only 

handover them after they got sanctioned their due annual leaves.Though it 

is not the policy of the company but we are keeping the passport for safety 

purpose. Again, he added on at the time of leave only, we were clearing all 

the dues and bonus of the employee, that he had earned during his tenure. 
 

The distrubed ND was sure about the challenges of situation.He was 

continuously thinking, is there any correlation between permanent leave 

with company policy, work environment,country culture and front line 

executive’s role. 
 

 

INTERGROUP PRESENTATION 

Equipped with a good deal of information and data the group sat for further process 

discussion and to plan subsequent phases of the study.They decided to use a  tool 

i.e.,Employee Emotional Esatblishment (3 E) survey to collect primary data. 
 

EMPLOYEE EMOTIONAL ESTABLISHMENT (3E) 
This is a specific tool,the team had used to gauge employees feelings,emotional 

attachment and settlement towards their job,organisation,job role,future prospects as 

well as to the host country they are living for the job.It investigates nine aspects from 

:supervisor’s leadership,work culture,communications,job security and growth,role 

clarity,belongingness and recognition,work environment,compensation and company 



leave policy. See Table 3 for the aspects and the statements that assessed each of 

them. 
 

Table 4: 
Item No  Statement  Weighted Mean 

score 
1.Supervisor’s Leadership 

a. Fair and respectful treatment 2.15 

b. Unfair Equity in dealings  2.71 
c. Quick Conflict resolution 2.49 
d. Strong back end support 2.01 
Total Supervisor’s Leadership :Mean 2.34 

2.Work culture 

a. Empathy in decision at top level 2.58 
b. Flexibility in individaul work process  2.91 
c. Decision around employee’s overall benefit 2.30 
d. Quality –top priotrity 2.06 
Total working culture : Mean 2.46 

3.Communication 
a. I can trust what my superviors say 2.03 
b. Employees feedback valued 1.63 
c Proper handling of grievances 2.41 
d. Inter-departmental communication flow is clear 3.01 
Total communication : Mean 2.27 

4.Job Security & Growth 
a. No Favouritism 2.08 
b. Quality performance is rewarded 3.37 
c. Clear growth map 1.88 
d. Job security is intact against higher performance 2.11 
Total Job Security & growth : Mean 2.36 

5.Role Clarity 
a. Job delivery clarity  2.32 
b. Challenging & motivating 2.37 
c. My job is valuable 2.99 
d. Authority & freedom 1.32 
Total Role clarity: Mean 2.25 

 

 

Item No  Statement  Weighted Mean 

score 
6.Belongingness & Reward 

a. My decisions are needed 0.62 



b. Fair rewards 2.51 
c. Proper promotions 1.45 
d. Needs are taken care of 2.00 
Total Belongingness & reward:Mean 1.58 

7.Work Enviornment 
a. Enough safety measures 3.65 
b. Mangement listens to employee’s problem 1.94 
c. Work-life balance 0.2 
d. Sufficient drinking  water facilty 2.8 
Total work Enviorment : Mean 2.14 

8.Compensation 
a. Fair wage 1.12 
b. Bonus is regular 2.3 
c Fair overtime 1.11 
d. Leave salry is on time 2.8 
Total Compensation : Mean 1.83 

9.Company Leave Policy 
a. Annual Leave is on time  2.1 
b. Fair leave time payment 2.2 
c. Quick Sanction of emergency leave 1.5 
d. Fair availibilty of Passport  on time 2.6 
Total Company policy: Mean 2.1 

 

Scale used: Likert Type, 1-Very low to 5-very high 

Source: Team’s internal presentation report 

 

 

QUALITATIVE DATA COLLECTION: FGDs AND DIs 
The team wanted to dig more in to the problem and Mr Josef enforced the pratice of 

having individual attention to employees for better outcome.They conducted six 

FDGs,three in worksites and three in residential camps.Thirty-five Dis with labours 

of worksite.Table 5 is a set of comments from the respondents. 

 

Table 5: Set of comments from Qualitative Data Analysis 



Source: FGDs & Dis statement sheets 

ANALYSIS  

 

EMPLOYEE EMOTIONAL ESTABLISHMENT (3E) 

 
The team analysed the data collected by the 3E keeping two types of dimensions in 

focus. 

1. The density derived from the mean scores as follows 

 1.1 High (h) 

 1.2 Medium (M) 

 1.3 Low (L) 

2. Hygiene factors and motivators typology was used to build a framework to 

describe employees’ emptional establishment with the project and organisation in a  

3x 3 matrix. 

3. The team named it Establishment Scenarios and it is illustrated in 
 

Table 6.  

 

     MOTIVATORS 

1. CCC is a good and big MNC,but for this project we are not getting all the facilities. 

2.My supervisor does not listen to my problems,when my mother died I went to India 

on her 3
rd

 day of death(cried) 

3. I am not able to resist the sun and hot climate. 

4. Wine is completely banned here and where do we go to relax. 

5. Calling my home is costly here and I hardly  call my family once in a week. 

6. My boss is a rude man and does not give me leave easily. 

7. We are not getting time to sleep as worksite opens at 5.30 am during summer. 

8. It is sometime boaring and demotivating to live with same office staff after the duty 

hour. 

9. I dont have a car to move on my own and it frustrates me, where as in India I have 

two new cars in my garage. 

10. I am newly married and I am here after one month of marriage,sometimes I feel 

like returning back to India without a second thought but I cannot. 

 

 L:LOW M:MEDIUM H: HIGH 

HYGIENE 

FACTORS 

H:HIGH LESS 

GROWTH 

ORIENTED 

PRACTICAL IDEAL 

 M:MEDIUM EXISTING BALANCED ILLOGICAL 

L:LOW UNDESIRABLE UNBEARABLE FRUSTRATING  



Source: Team’s Report 

HYGIENE FACTORS: 

MOTIVATING FACTORS: 

 

The team identified that each of these combinations could have positive and negative 

consequences for the organisation.The current scenario in DMIA project was 

frustrating situation causing attrition. 

 

 

 

QUALITATIVE DATA 

The team analysed the qualitative statements of employees gathered from FGDs and 

DIs and indentified nine factors related to attrition problem. 

 

Table 7 

FACTOR 1 Supervisor’s Rude Behaviour- causing unstable employee morale. 

FACTOR 2 Job Security- Project based job is always having a fear of completion in 

near future. 

FACTOR 3 Compensation and overtime –is not motivating enough 

FACTOR 4 Leave Policy- is not appropiately fair. 

FACTOR 5 Cultural Shock – Is not adaptable for all 

FACTOR 6 Work Environment-is monotonus most of the time without much change 

in operation style. 

FACTOR 7 Recreation- Is absolutely absent due to ban on wine and strict 

administration of the country. 

FACTOR 8 Distance from family-is creating emotional distrubances  

FACTOR 9 Rewards & Promotion- are not fair to all 

Source: Team’s Report 

 

Factor 1: Supervsior’s rude behavior revealed the bad image of an immediate boss 

and behaved as a stimulating factor for employee turnover.Planned exit from the 

company was the heavily dependent on this factor. 

 

Factor 2: The project based recruitment policy of the company was constantly in the 

minds of employees.The high level of job insecurity had a negative impact on their 

performance and it killed creativity as well as the drive to excel. 

 

Factor3: The absence of fair compensation and overtime identified again as a 

contributing factor from the qualitative data.Biased system of overtime allotment was 

found to be more triggering for planned attrition. 



 

Factor4:Leave policy of the company include both the annual leave and emergency 

leave.Several incidents pointed that on time passport release and leave sanction were 

not at all satisfactory.Employee emotional establishment was hugely affected by this 

factor leading to attrition. 

 

Factor 5:Many respondents of this study revealed about the restrictions of Oman 

country’s culture.Indirectly it was touching the emotional cord of not obeying and 

following their rustic culture when it was imposed on them by the peer group.This 

was also contributing majorly to planned attrition. 

 

Factor 6: The qualitative study also revealed the natural and common factor of 

employee attrition of Gulf countries i.e., unbearlable heat, sandy weather and 

monotonus working hours ( morning 6am to 12 pm then 3pm to7 pm).Being the most 

frequent  cause to attrition,for this study also it revealed it’s prime role for planned 

and voluntary attrition. 

 

Factor 7:while investigating the mental health of the employees working on this 

project site   one silent factor was found i.e., lack of recreation events and time for 

rejuvenation. The ban on wine selling in the country, Less number of cinema halls in 

respective languages and restrictions on hours in park and amusement centres were 

the reasons for employees increased stress level.This was ultimately found as a 

psychological factor for exit  of the manpower. 

 

Factor 8: Long distance relationships and lack of family affection remained as 

predetermined casue to turnover and attrition. 

 

Factor 9: Despite of all the above factors unfairness in rewards and promotion system 

was found to boost up the job-leaving attitude among employees. 

 

Table 8: 

Sl 

no 

Factors No of respondenets answered in 

favour  

1. Supervisor’s Rude Behaviour 78 

2. Job Security 67 

3. Compensation and overtime 81 

4. Leave policy 77 

5. Cultural Shock 76 

6. Work Environment 65 

7. Recreation 75 

8. Distance from family 72 

9. Rewards & Promotion 65 

Source: Team’s Report 

 



CONCEPTUALIZING THE PROBLEM: 
 

Combining all the aspects ,factors that emerged from both the quantitative and 

qualitative data analysis the team presented a conceptual frame work of the above 

addressed problem. 

Fig 1 represents the  fishbone diagram of the problem. 
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